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A: Try from a link to a google search page. Try this, and you can try to find a good method to
automate this. Effects of lysine- and arginine-deficient diets on growth and carcass characteristics
and plasma amino acid concentrations in broilers. Two experiments were conducted using 500-d-
old Hubbard x Hubbard male chicks to investigate the effects of dietary lysine (Lys) and arginine
(Arg) intakes on bird growth, apparent nitrogen retention, apparent energy retention, and plasma

amino acid (AA) concentrations. In Exp. 1, isocaloric and isoenergetic (2.5 x kcal) diets were
prepared by using corn (21%) and wheat middlings (79%) as the sources of starch and protein,

respectively, with soybean meal (8.5%), L-threonine (L-Thr) (0.18%), and L-Lys or Lys (0.28%).
Diets differed in their Lys and Arg contents. Lys-deficient (0.98%) and Arg-deficient (0.85%)
diets yielded gains of approximately 1 g/d lower than the Lys-supplemented (1.78%) or Arg-

supplemented (1.59%) diets. The Lys-deficient diet, but not the Arg-deficient diet, reduced final
BW gain and body weight gain (BWG) by 22 and 16%, respectively, during the feeding period (d
35 to 49). Plasma total amino acids (TAA) concentrations were reduced by 0.12 mM in the Lys-

deficient diet, but were unchanged in Arg-deficient diets. Diet Arg, but not Lys, intake
significantly reduced plasma urea N (UN) concentrations by 14 and 9%, respectively. Among

dietary Lys levels, only the 0.98% Lys diet reduced plasma UN concentrations by 11%. In Exp. 2,
the two lowest Lys levels were excluded from evaluation of Lys effects. High Arg levels (12%)

failed to influence bird performance but significantly reduced plasma UN concentrations by 14%,
whereas the lowest Arg levels (6%) had no effect on bird performance but significantly reduced
plasma UN concentrations by 16%. In conclusion, Lys and Arg intakes did not influence body

weight gains but did influence plasma UN concentrations 3e33713323
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